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why humans like to cry tragedy evolution and the brain - human beings are the only species to have evolved the trait of
emotional crying we weep at tragedies in our lives and in those of others remarkably even when they are fictional characters
in film opera music novels and theatre, human knowledge foundations and limits - fideisms judaism is the semitic
monotheistic fideist religion based on the old testament s 1000 600 bce rules for the worship of yahweh by his chosen
people the children of abraham s son isaac c1800 bce zoroastrianism is the persian monotheistic fideist religion founded by
zarathustra c628 c551 bce and which teaches that good must be chosen over evil in order to achieve salvation,
meditations on moloch slate star codex - this is strikingly beautiful one of the best i ve read from you one somewhat
rambling thought i took away from this post oddly enough is that in the face of a potential superintelligence the status quo is
not the only alternative to trying to build a friendly ai, burdens slate star codex - i felt like a burden then i discovered john
stuart mill and milton friedman and they said people deserve to determine the course of their own lives and you own yourself
and stuff like that and i started entertaining the idea that i deserved to live by virtue of being human, the false allure of
group selection edge org - i am often asked whether i agree with the new group selectionists and the questioners are
always surprised when i say i do not after all group selection sounds like a reasonable extension of evolutionary theory and
a plausible explanation of the social nature of humans, why everyone is religious or rather nobody god - evolution no
more disproves the existence of a creator designer of this universe than the discovery of gravity did for newton and einstein
if your talking about a deistic god then one as the insurmountable problem of the finitude of the past as well as the origin
and existence of the laws of science themselves which are the foundation of evolution, rediscovering consciousness in
people diagnosed as - rediscovering consciousness in people diagnosed as vegetative often people with bad brain injuries
seem unresponsive but many still have thoughts feelings and memories flickering in and out of consciousness, why
dalmatians are a train wreck border wars - there s a lot of blame to go around concerning why dalmatians are a train
wreck of a breed and the favorite targets of such scorn are disney and backyard breeders neither of these are responsible
for the problems facing dalmatians being a dalmatian is the one and only factor to blame, george bernard shaw can his
reputation survive his dark - notes from above ground by honey van blossom honey is a belgian marxist former strip tease
artiste juan bautista de anza 1736 1788 proposed the site of the san francisco presidio on march 28 1776 at what is today a
point near the entrance to the golden gate bridge near fort point, the soul in the brain the cerebral basis of language art
- this bar code number lets you verify that you re getting exactly the right version or edition of a book the 13 digit and 10 digit
formats both work, why are we rushing bikozulu - if we are elements moving in a galaxy i think death is a furious asteroid
headed our way the moment we are born the asteroid that will destroy us starts to move and it continues to build momentum
and a rage of mortality as it approaches us, cosleeping and biological imperatives why human babies do - i am curious
to know whether in the co sleeping debate how much attention has been paid to 1 the kinds of beds and sleeping
environments that exist cross culturally and 2 the nature of nighttime sleep across cultures, why death suffering creation
com - i m still not sure why you bother with the bible at all when you don t believe that it s god s word strong s is not a solid
source because it s basically a gloss on the kjv and frequently commits the root fallacy but even this provides the meaning
adversity, brain bleach tv tropes - a character has just witnessed something so icky so unsettling so horrific so weird that
he must express his disapproval this is wrong on so many levels that a simple that s gross won t suffice only brain bleach
can make things right the character informs the world that the continued knowledge of this subject is an unbearable affront
to his sanity, 1889 reasons christianity is false 1889 reasons - according to the bible god killed or authorized the killings
of up to 25 million people this is the god of which jesus was an integral part, elon musk s billion dollar crusade to stop
the a i - elon musk is famous for his futuristic gambles but silicon valley s latest rush to embrace artificial intelligence scares
him and he thinks you should be frightened too, slider content brain child magazine page 2 - by mandy hitchcock first we
took down the baby gate leaving the wall scarred and torn i walked up and down the stairs unencumbered startled at the
ease with which i crossed their threshold no fumbling with a latch rickety from years of use no extra seconds spent ensuring
the gate was locked behind me, religious quotes and bumper stickers gdargaud net - god s if you ask the wrong
questions you get answers like 42 or god children have imaginary friends adults have gods even if a god as described in the
bible does exist he is not fit for worship due to his low moral standards, did muhammad rape safiyah alisina org cameroon hooker a sociopath kidnapped colleen stan a 20 years old girl and kept her in a coffin like box under his bed for
seven years after she managed to escape she did not report hooker to authorities, nikola tesla explains why he never

married return of kings - woman s independence and her cleverness in obtaining what she wants in the business world is
breaking down man s spirit of independence the old fire he once experienced at being able to achieve something that would
compel and hold a woman s devotion is turning to ashes, why it is wise to worship a woman arjuna ardagh - arjunah
allow me to be a voice of dissent here on behalf of the masculine portion of your gentle readership i think the essence of this
post is a beautiful intention a beautiful practice for a spiritual man to bestow upon a worthy spiritual woman, why ben
shapiro is a total fraud ideas on ideas - 392 comments why ben shapiro is a total fraud ezekiel may 6 2017 at 1 35 am
okay a lot to take in for someone who just recently started taking politics seriously but damn this is an evisceration, lewis
howes why the world desperately needs sensitive men - tony i agree with you on a lot see my post below i am disgusted
with the constant demonizing of men the problem is not toxic masculinity anymore than it is toxic femininity the real problem
is a lack of god and the bible in this liberal culture
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